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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, several existence results of solution and positive solution are obtained for 
the semilinear third-order two-point boundary value problem u t l /=  f(t, u, u'), u(O) = A, u(1) = B, 
u11(0) = C. The discussion is based on the Leray-Schauder fixed-point heorem and the system of 
integral equations. The main conditions are local. In other words, the problem may possess a solution 
or positive solution provided the "height" of nonlinear term f(t, u, v) is appropriate on a bounded 
set of its domain. @ 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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The purpose of this paper is to consider the existence of solution and positive solution for the 
following third-order two-point boundary value problem 
~'" (t) + I (t, ~ (t), ~" (t)) = 0, 0 < t < 1, (PI) 
u (0) = A, u (1) = B, u" (0) = C, 
and its specific form 
~"' (t) = q (~" (t)) g (t, ~ (t)),  0 < t < 1, 
(P~) 
u (0) -- A, u (1) = B, u"(0) = C. 
Through this paper, we assume that f ,  g, q are continuous on their domains. We denote 
R = ( -~,  +~) ,  R+ = [0, +~) ,  R_ = ( -~,  0]. 
The third-order boundary value problems have been studied widely in the literature (see [1-6] 
and references therein). In paper [7], Cabada and Lois have proven that the problem (P2) has 
one solution provided 
(1) q: R ~ (0,+oo); 
(2) g(t, .) is a nonincreasing function for every t E [0, 1]; 
(3) the problem (Pe) has a lower solution a and an upper solution/3 satisfying a </3. 
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In this paper, we shall provide several existence results of solution and positive solution for the 
problems (P1) and (P2). The fundamental tools are Leray-Schauder fixed-point heorem and 
the system of integral equations. The main conditions are local. In other words, the problem 
may possess a solution or positive solution provided the "height" of nonlinear term f(t ,  u, v) 
or q(v)g(t, u) is appropriate on a bounded set. Therefore, our results relaxed above-mentioned 
condition (1) and canceled the restrictions (2) for the monotonicity, and (3) for the lower and 
upper solutions. Generally speaking, the choice of lower and upper solutions is difficult. This 
localization idea comes from our papers [8-10]. 
Let C[0, 1] be the Banaeh space endowed with max norm []u[[ = maxo___t<l ]u(t)]. The function 
u E C[0, 1] is said to be concave, if 
u (;~tl + (1 - )~) t2) >_ ;~u (t l)  + (1 - )9 u (t~), A, t l ,  t2 e [0,1]. 
Let ~ = max{[At, ]B[, [C[}. We obtain the following existence results. 
THEOREM 1. Assume that f : [0, 1] x R x R --* R and there exist c > 0 and 1/2 < k < 4 such 
that 
max{If (t ,u,v) l :  t e [0,1], [ul _< 277+e, Iv[ _< k(2v + c)} _< (2k -  1) V + kc. 
Then, problem (P) has at least one solution u* E Ca[O, 1] satisfying Ilu*[] < 2U+c and [[(u*)"[[ <_ 
k(2v + c). 
COROLLARY 2. Assume that g : [0, i] x R --~ R, q : I% --~ R and there exist e > 0 and 1/2 < k < 4 
such that 
max{lq(v)g(t ,u)[ :  t c [0,1], [u[ < 2~?+c, Ivl < k(2~?+c)} _< (2k -  1)r~+kc, 
particularly, 
max{[q(v)[ : Ivl __ k(2V+c)}max{]g(t,~)] : re [0,1], l~l ~ 2~+c} ~ (2k-  1)~?-t- kc. 
Then, pro blem (P2) has at least on e solution u* E C a [0, 1] satisfying [I~* I I -< 27 + c and I I(~*)"]l -< 
k(2. + c). 
THEOREM 3. Assume that A >_ O, B ~ 0, C _< 0 and f : [0, 1] x R+ x R_ -~ R+. If  there exist 
c > 0 and 1/2 < k < 4 such that 
max{f ( t ,u ,v ) :0<t<l ,  0<u<2~?+c,  -k (2  7+c)<v<0}_<(2k-1)~+kc ,  
then, problem (Pl) has at least one solution u* ~ C3[0, 1] satisfying [lu*[I _< 2~? + c, [l(u*)"H <_ 
k(2r/+ c) and u* is a nonnegative concave function. Moreover, if one of following conditions 
satisfies: (1) A + B > O; (2) C < O; (3) f(t,O,O) g~ O, 0 < t < 1, then u*(t) > O, 0 < t < 1. 
COROLLARY 4. Assume that A > O, B >_ O, C <_ 0 and g : [0,1] x R+ --~ R+, q : R_ --+ R_ or 
g : [0, 1] x R+ ~ R_, q : R_ --+ R+. I f  there exist e > 0 and 1/2 < k < 4 such that 
max{[q(v)[: Iv t _< k(2U+c)}max{[g(t,u)[: t ~ [0,1], ]u[ < 2U--}-c} _< (2k -  1)~]+kc. 
then, problem (P2) has at least one solution u* C C3[0, 1] satisfying ]]u*[[ _< 2~7 + c, [l(u*)"]] _< 
k(2r/+ c) and at* is a nonnegative concave function. Moreover, if one of following conditions 
satisfies: 
(1) A + B > 0; 
(2) c < o; 
(3) q(O) # o and g(t, O) ~ O, 0 < t < 1, 
then, u*(t) > O, 0 < t < 1. 
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PROOP OF THEOREM 1. Let C[0, i] x C[0,1] be the Banach space endowed with norm II(u, v) l I = 
maxTllull, 1/kllvll}. 
Let v(t) = u"(t), 0 < t _< 1. Then, problem (P1) is equivalent o the system of ordinary 
differential equations 
u" (t) = v (t), 
0<t<l ,  
v' (t) -- - f  (t, u (t) ,v (t)), 
u (0) = A, u (1) = B, v (0) = C. 
System ($1), in turn, is equivalent to the system of integral equations 
(s~) 
f0 
1 
u (t) = (B - A) t + A - G (t, s) v (s) ds, 
v (t) = c - f (~, u (s) ,~ (~)) ds,  
where G(t, s) is the Green function 
0<t<l ,  
(s2) 
G(t , s )={t (1 -s ) ,  0<t<s<l ,  
s (1 - t ) ,  0<s<t<l .  
Let 
~o 1 a (u, v) (t) = (B - A) t + A - G (t, s) v (s) ds, 
/3 (u, v) (t) = C - f (s, u (s) ,v (s)) ds, 
(T (u ,v) )  = (a (u ,v ) ,  ~(u ,v ) ) .  
Then, system ($2) is equivalent to the fixed-point equation 
T(u, v) = (% v), (u, v) e C[0, 1] x C[0, 1]. (s~) 
We can  prove that T :  C[0, 1] x C[0, 11 --* C[0, 1] x C[0, 1] is completely continuous by Arzela- 
Ascoli theorem. After a direct computation, we get 
max/1  I (t_t2) i G (t, s) ds = max 
o<,<1 Jo 2 = 8" _ _ O<t_<i  
Let d = 271 + c, Vd = {(u,v) e C[0, 1] × C[0, 1] : ll(u,v)N <_ d}. Then, Vd is a convex closed set 
in c[0,1] × c[0,1]. 
If (u,v) e Vd, then Ilul[ _< d and llvll < kd. So, lu(t)l _< 2r/+ c, Iv(t)[ < k(2r/+ c), 0 < t < 1. 
It implies 
I f ( t ,u ( t ) ,v ( t ) ) l<(2k-1) r~+kc ,  0<t<l .  
Thus, 
1 
Lla(u'v)[t-< o_<t<lmax I (B -  A ) t  + AI + o<t<~max ~o G(t ' s )  lv(s)l ds 
< max{lA I , IBI} + k (2 7 -t- c) max G (t, s) ds 
o<t<l  
< 1+ ~q-gc---= 4 ~+gc.  
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From this, we get 
i t ds [lfl(u,v)il = max C-  f ( s ,u (s ) ,v (s ) )  0~t<l [
_< IC l+  I f ( s ,u (s ) ,v (s ) ) l  ds 
<_ ~ + ( 2k - 1) r] + kc = 2k,  + kc. 
{ 1 } 
f4+k k } ___ max~- -V - .+  gc, 2~+~ = 2 .+e.  
Therefore, T : Ve -~ Vd. 
By Leray-Sehauder fixed-point theorem, we assert that the operator T has a fixed point 
(u*, v*) <_ Vd. In other words, problem (Pi) has one solution u* • Ca [0, 1] satisfying I[u* II -< 2 ,+c  
and [](u*)'[[ < k(2r/+e). 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3. Let 
f l  (t, u, ~) = 
L 
| 
f (t, ~, v), (t, ~, v) e [0,1] x R+ x R+, 
f (t, ~, 0), (t, ~, v) e [0,11 x R+ x R_, 
f i ( t ,u ,v ) ,  (t ,u,v) •[0,1] xR+ xR,  
f2 ( t ,u ,v )= f i ( t ,O ,v) ,  (t,u,v) e[O, 1 lxR_xR.  
Then, f~ : [0, 1] x R x R -~ R+ is continuous and 
max {lf2 (t, u, v)[ : re  [0,1], [u[ _< 2 .+c ,  [v[ < k (2 .+c)}  
=max{f ( t ,u ,v ) :0<t<l ,  0<u<27+c,  -k  (27/ + e) _< v < 0} 
< (2k - 1) r/+ kc. 
By Theorem 1, the problem 
u"' (t) + f2 (*, u (t), u" (t)) = o, 0 < t < 1, 
u (0) = A, u (1) = B, u" (0) = C, 
has one solution u* • Ca[0, 1] satisfying I1~*1[ < 2. + c and II (u*)" [I -< k (2r/+ c). 
Noticing that C < O, f2(t,u(t), u'(t))  _> 0, 0 < t < 1, and 
/' (~*)" (t) = c - f2 (s, ~* (~), (~*)" (s)) d~ <_ o, o < t < 1, 
we see (u*)"(t) <_ O, 0 < t < 1. Since u*(O) = A >_ O, u*(1) = B >_ O, we assert that u*(t) is a 
nonnegative concave function on [0, 1]. On this score, 
f2 (t, ~* (t), (~*)" (t)) = f (t, ~* (t), (~*)" (t)) ,  o < t < 1. 
Thus, u* is a solution of problem (Pi). 
If C < O, then (u*)'(t) < C < O, 0 < t < 1. So, u*(t) ~ 0 and u*(t) > O, 0 < t < 1. 
I fA+B > O, then, for0 < t < 1, 
u* (t) = (B - A) t + A - C (t, s) (u*)" (s) ds >_ tB + (1 - t) A > 0. 
I f  A = B = C = 0 and f(t ,  O, O) ~ O, 0 < t < 1, then, the zero function is not the solution of 
problem (Pi). Thus, u*(t) ~ 0 and u*(t) > O, 0 < t < 1. | 
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